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Abstract: Software maintainability is an important aspect for all software engineering paradigms. Considering
the maintainability a factor influencing the software quality and reliability, the estimation can help to improve
overall software quality. Maintainability is an indirect and derived measure which needs to predict using the
other direct measures. Soft computing approaches have been used widely in prediction of software entities.
The paper analyzes the project history data with the help of artificial neural network and produces the predicted
maintainability value of the software module or component. From the project metrics data, four influencing
factors identified and neural network model is built for maintainability prediction. The four simple input factors,
multiple condition count, node count, percentage comments and total lines of code can be easily calculated
from the source code of the module or component of a project. The less complexity of the input attributes makes
the model more applicable in software industries. The ANN model is evaluated and validated on history data
from three projects. The root mean square error value shows the ANN as good technique to predict the
maintainability from the history data.
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INTRODUCTION
In software industries, most of the work is carried out
in maintenance of the existing systems. The maintenance
is necessary due to some technological upgrade or any
requirement change as per business needs. In software
development process, software maintenance can be
considered as broad activity which may include
optimization, capabilities enhancements, fault removal and
removal of unnecessary functionalities and others. If there
is a specific change request from the client, all the
changes agreed and specified in the requirement
document will be included in maintenance. The
maintenance can be divided into adaptive, perfective and
corrective type maintenance. Removal of the residual
faults comes under corrective maintenance. In case of
functionality change to meet changed requirement,
adaptive maintenance is necessary. The enhancement and
optimization comes under perfective maintenance. In case

Prediction

Software metrics

Quality

of deployment of the system in field operations, the
corrective maintenance is very important as the live
system will be idle or halted while performing the upgrade
to the correct release of the system. In other maintenance,
the development can be done in parallel. As per
observations by Pressman [1], 70% of the total efforts are
part of maintenance of the existing system. Conducted as
survey and analyzed that 17% maintenance is carried out
to correct the faults, 18% for portability and the major
portion 65% maintenance is done to implement the
requirement change. Because the changes cannot be
avoided, a well defined approach needs to be developed
to quantify, control the modifications. Therefore there is
a need of effective maintenance approach need to be
developed to reduce the efforts and time.
A software system contains several releases during
the lifetime in the operation. The new release may be due
to the enhancements as pre business need or due to the
existing defects in the system. In a large and complex
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system, it is not possible to fix all the defects in the first
software release. Hence the system will have several
release based on the existing defects in the system and
severity of the defects. The complete software system
may have several components and modules. The models
and components do not have the linear defects
distribution. Few modules or components may have less
maintainability compare to the other components and
modules. The maintainability distribution defines the
quality and maintainability of the entire system. A module
or component can have less maintainable than others.
If we are able to predict the maintainability of the system,
it can help to maintain the quality and maintainability of
the subsequent releases. The maintainability estimation of
the components will help in use of components in
different systems. It is a critical business requirement to
estimate the maintainability of the module and
components. The different approaches have been
proposed to estimate the maintainability but there is need
of more efficient and practical method to estimate the
maintainability at module and component level granularity
with fewer efforts and cost investments. Present paper
analyzed the influencing factors for maintainability and
predicts the numerical value of maintainability of the
software modules and components is proposed using
artificial neural network approach. Also the ANN
approach to predict the maintainability index is
conceptualized and validated.
Related Work in Maintainability Estimation:
Maintainability can be defined as ease with the existing
software can be enhance or its state can be maintained to
meet the future and business needs. In software for better
development process, for the better maintainability of the
system, there has to be some way to estimate and predict
it for improvements.
As per IEEE [2], maintainability is the ease with which
as software system can be change or enhance to remove
the defects, improve the performance or adapt to the
different environment. ISO [3] defined the maintainability
as the modification capability of a software system.
There can be any type of modifications such as corrective
measure, improvements to adapt in new environment and
to meet the new functional requirements. In conventional
software development process, the MTTR (mean tome to
repair) is related to the maintainability, for good
maintainability MTTR should be low. Traditional measure
relies on source code visibility, which may not applicable
for component base development and applicable in case
the source code of the components is available. In case of

non-availability of component source code, the
component based system can be treated as black boxes
and for the developer the sources code is not available in
many cases. Vaos [4] analyzed different factors of
component based system maintainability. These factors
includes problem in maintenance because of freeze in
functionality, upgrade incompatibility, faults is
components, component complexity, middleware defects
etc. In the line of discussion, to meet all the challenges
related to the component based system, component
developers needs to develop the components which can
be easily integrated into the good amount of software
systems and extensible.
Pizzi and Pedrycz [5] demonstrated the efficacy of
fuzzy integration in combining classification outcomes
from multiple classifiers in the discrimination of complexity
and maintainability of software objects. The fuzzy
integration method produced a 15% improvement in
predicting software complexity compared with the best
individual classifier using linear discriminate analysis
(0.86 vs 0.75) and a 29% improvement in predicting
software maintainability (0.75 vs 0.58). These results were
achieved using less than a quarter of the original software
metrics. Aggarwal et al. [6] used a fuzzy-based approach
to measure the software maintainability by considering
the average number of live variables, average life span of
variables, average cyclomatic complexity and the
comments ratio. The fuzzified inputs and outputs are used
in experimental setup. The combination of total 81 rules
used for making the fuzzy inference system to predict the
maintainability. To validate the purposed model, they
considered ten software project of procedure oriented
methodology. The selection criteria of the ten projects
were based on the defined set of input availability in data
set of the projects. By introducing some errors in these
projects, the time was measure for maintenance to correct
the system. Then the maintainability was measured with
the fuzzy model and data sets. They found a strong
correlation between maintainability and maintenance time.
Sharma et al. [7] used fuzzy logic for prediction of
maintainability of component based systems. The
discussion in this paper is about the maintainability
related issues in case of component based system
development and tried to implement the fuzzy inference
system to predict the maintainability as an important
quality factor. The influencing factors of maintainability
are identified and then grouped into different fuzzy sets.
Although the approach has not been validated on large
and complex component based system but author has
successfully valise the presented approach using the
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classroom project data. The approach is validated using
analytical hierarchy process with two case studies which
are based on class room projects. Grover et al. [8]
extended the ISO 9126 model to add one sub
characteristic, track ability under maintainability and
proposed a fuzzy logic based approach to predict the
maintainability of the CBS. Authors considered
interaction
complexity,
reusability,
testability,
understandability and track ability as inputs to predict the
maintainability as output. Inputs are designed by fuzzy
sets as low, medium and high, while maintainability as
very low, low, medim, high and very high. A total of 243
rules were provided to the fuzzy inference engine to get
the output. The value of maintainability is measured then
by using a defuzzification process. The proposed model
is then applied on a classroom-based project to evaluate
its maintainability and the results are encouraging.
The artificial neural network (ANN) based approach
is considered to be very helpful in estimating/predicting
the maintainability of a system. ANN is inspired from the
biological nervous system. Singh et al. [9] considered
readability of source code, documentation quality,
understandability of software and average cyclomatic
complexity as input or independent variable to measure
the maintainability of the software systems by using the
back propagation algorithm of an ANN. The produced
results were every encouraging with 91.42 % prediction
quality. Ardil and Sandhu [10] used branch count,
cyclomatic complexity, design complexity, essential
complexity and number of lines as inputs and implemented
Mamdani based fuzzy inference system and ANFIS to
predict the maintenance severity of software application.
Neuro-fuzzy based implementation is found to be the
better than Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). They concluded
that as compared to other machine learning techniques,
simple logistic methods and trees performs better and with
accuracy of 65% in case of fault prediction. Baisch et al.
[11] proposed a model for improvements in software
productivity based on quality. There were observations
that the changes in modules can be predicted using
neuro-fuzzy inference system. They used the history data
to build the neuro-fuzzy model. The author suggested that
the neuro-fuzzy model can be build using the data set
from the similar type of past project. The fuzzy inference
system rules have to be understandable and interpretation
is necessary to avoid the accidental combination. The
author also claims that if the maintenance data per
module exists and gathered, the proposed approach can
predict the maintainability based on the metrics data and
module.

Jianhong et al. [12] ANN based techniques to predict
the severity of faults in a software system and the date
used from function based system. Using ANN they are
able to identify the area of the major faults and need
immediate attention for quality and reliability
improvements although the RMSE was higher in the
predicted results. Nachiappan and Thomas [13] analyzed
the general regression models and developed a code
change based relative measure model for defect density
prediction. The presented method was able to predict the
faulted files with good level of accuracy. Georgios [14]
proposed a framework to predict the defects and quality
of complex software by narrowing don the set of
dependent metrics to five. The author concluded that a
small number of metrics set can also have good
correlation with the defect. Kumar et al. [15] presented an
exhausted review on quality aspects of the component
based systems. Reusability is an important and main
factor of software quality. The author conducted a review
of the research papers related to quality of components
based systems based on various factors including
practicability, validation proof etc. and concluded that
soft computing approaches has not been explored in this
are so far. In the earlier research by Kumar et al. [16]
gives the chance to decrease the software defect density
in a release by predicting it based on the input from
proposed approach for the subsequent releases of a
software product. The outcome proved ANN results
better than FIS in predicting the defect density.
Attarzadeh and Ow [17] purposed a soft computing based
cost estimation model. The fuzzy logic based approach
was able to improve the accuracy in sit estimation.
Proposed Ann Based Method and Concept to Estimate
Maintainability: Artificial neural network is applied to
simulate and establish the mapping between the attributes
for maintainability prediction. The different combination
of ANN architecture, learning algorithm and number of
learning neurons are used to get the best combination.
ANN Architecture: In the implementation of ANN, the
researchers have developed various architectures and
applied to solve prediction problems. The main ANN type
used in software engineering are as follows:
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Feed forward back propagation architecture is the
most commonly used architecture in software metrics
prediction. We have used two common algorithms for
implementation of the proposed concept. The results
obtained from both algorithms are compared to choose
the best out of thee two for prediction of maintainability.

issue in the existing maintainability estimation techniques
is that it uses the complex derived measure such as
complexity and Halstead volume. We focused to use ANN
to build the relationship between the simplest software
attributes for the better applicability and adaptation in the
industries.

Learning Algorithms: Different learning algorithm can be
used to implement the learning process of ANN. Trainlm,
trainbr, trainbfg, traincgb, traincgf, traincgp, traingd,
traingdm, traingdx, traingda, trainoss, trainr, trainrp,
trainscg are the basic learning algorithm used in ANN.
The most commonly used learning algorithm in ANN
to analyze the software metrics are trainlm and trainbr.
trainlm is a Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation
algorithm. The network training algorithm trainlm is
function which updates the weights and bias values using
Levenberg-Marquardt optimization. It is the often used
algorithm in estimation application out of other training
algorithms. It is general first choice for supervised
learning algorithms. It is the fastest but need more
memory than other algorithms. trainlm takes the following
inputs:

Identified Input Factors: To build the maintainability
metrics, the four simple measures are identified. The
selected four input metrics can be easily collected from a
module by analyzing the code.

Neural network
Initial training record
Training data
Validation data
Test data

Multiple Condition Count: It is the count of multiple
conditions in the program. As multiple conditions are
nested in the code, the maintainability will tend to
decrease.
Node Count: It is simply count of the nodes in a given
module. If the node count increase and cross a threshold
count, it will yield to a complex module which can be
difficult to maintain.
Percentage Comments: It is the percentage comments
that have been incorporated in the code in comparisons
to the amount of code. If the comments are more, it will
increase the understandability; in turn it will ease the
maintenance.
Total Lines of Code: It is the total number of
lines present in the module programs excluding the
comments.

Trainbr is a bayesian regulation backpropagation
algorithm. Although it uses the same inputs and
Levenberg-Marquardt optimization similar to trainlm but
it uses Bayesian regularization. Bayesian regularization
process minimizes a combination of squared errors and
weights and in turn determines the correct combination so
as to produce a network that generalizes well. We have
used both learning algorithm in implementation of metrics
models to find the algorithm which provides the best
results with the available data sets.
Estimating Maintainability: The maintainability of a
software system cannot be measured directly. It is an
indirect measure and hence needs to establish the
relationship between the metrics and attributes to estimate
it. There are various conventional and statistical method
exists to compute the maintainability of the modules or
components. The commonly used maintainability index is
calculated using the cyclomatic complexity, Halstead
volume and lines of code in module of system. The main

Metrics Design and ANN Application: To build the
maintainability prediction model, four simple metrics are
identified. These four metrics can be easily computed from
the module source code. This minimizes the efforts and
cost of approach implementation, also increase the
practicality and applicability in software industries.
Four factors described in the earlier section are
considered as deciding factors to estimate the
component’s or module’s maintainability. ANN algorithm
architecture and algorithms are built to estimate the
maintainability of a module or component, which can be
aggregated for maintainability of the entire component,
based or structured based software systems.
Let , , be the values of the Multiple condition
count, node count, percentage comments and LOC
respectively, then
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where is the function of the , , , , , as a value
of the dependent attribute in a module . is the is the
maintainability of a module in a release of the module.
If a component in component based development has a
number of modules, the total maintainability of the in the
release at time t is:
MI (c) =

n

∑ MImc (r1, mc )

(2)

c =1

where c can be very from 1 to n based on the modules
presents in the component release . In the similar way,
the system average maintainability can be calculated for
better planning and process improvements.Here, the
function given in equation is being implemented using
the following ANN of soft computing approaches:
In the experimental design of ANN approach, is
considered as ANN learning algorithmic function. The
defect density of a module using ANN function can be
derived as:
MI m1(r1,m1) = Fm1 [xn , yn , zn ,
= O = f (net ) = f 


m

where , , , ` are the weight vector for Multiple
condition count, node count, percentage comments and
LOC respectively. In the implementation of the above
relation, nntool of MATLAB is used. The results of the
nntool and RMSE from the nntool results are calculated.
The same process has to be repeated for each module of
the component or system.
Three projects PC5, PC4, PC2 data from PROMISE
repository of empirical software engineering data
(Menzies et al. [18]) is used for validation and training.
We have used MATLAB tool for experimentation of
the established relationship in the above section. The
following combination of neural network architecture,
neurons count and learning algorithm are used for
experimentation, training, testing and validation. Table 1
captures the architecture and ANN attributes used in
experimentation:
ANN Architecture Attributes Used in Training and
Testing: The two learning algorithms trainlm and trainbr
are used for the training and testing of the proposed
metrics concept. Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3 are the
screenshot of ANN performance, training states and
regression results respectively while the ANN is trained
using trainlm with 15 neurons in MATLAB. To find out

Feed-Forward Back Propagation (FFBP)

Training Function

Trainlm,trainbr

Adaptive Learning Function

Learngdm

Performance Function

RMSE

Number of layers

02

Number of Neurons

5,10,15,20, 25

Transfer Function

TANSIG

Error

0.000005

Epochs

Maximum 1000

Project P1
RMSE with FFBP NN algorithm
------------------------------------------------



(3)

m1n 

Network Type

Table 2: ANN validation results with project P1 data

n ,]

∑n=1w n xm1n wbn ym1n , wcn zm1n , wdn

Table 1:

Network Neurons

Trainlm

Trainbr

5

0.150765921

0.115835364

10

0.173520633

0.129754022

15

0.12353963

0.113456537

20

0.178047919

0.173827416

25

0.166481967

0.160025301

30

0.17376249

0.169609531

Table 3: ANN validation results with project P2 data
Project P2
RMSE with FFBP NN algorithm
---------------------------------------------------Network Neurons

Trainlm

Trainbr

5

0.115534648

0.09096681

10

0.113195309

0.087291346

15

0.097803899

0.087002963

20

0.126759372

0.100064559

25

0.112886801

0.109263565

30

0.119278532

0.124554965

Table 4: ANN validation results with project P3 data
Project P3
RMSE with FFBP NN algorithm
---------------------------------------------------Network Neurons

Trainlm

Trainbr

5

0.206758054

0.170781482

10

0.178086502

0.168882775

15

0.188940752

0.168313823

20

0.180839677

0.190938236

25

0.210409142

0.190579117

30

0.207360586

0.201525946

the better combination of ANN attributes in
maintainability prediction, trainbr is also explored.
Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6 express the training
performance, states and regression results respectively
using trainbr with 15 neurons.
1416
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Fig. 1: ANN performance results with trainlm and 15 neurons

Fig. 2: ANN training states with trainlm and 15 neurons

Fig. 3: ANN regression results with trainlm and 15 neurons
1417
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Fig. 4: ANN performance results with trainbr and 15 neurons

Fig. 5: ANN training states with trainbr and 15 neurons
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Fig. 6: ANN regression results with trainbr and 15 neurons
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The maintainability prediction metrics is validated
on three projects PC5, PC4, PC2 data from PROMISE
repository of empirical software engineering data
(Menzies et al. [18]).
For each project, predicted maintainability values
from the presented ANN model are captured as an output
from MATLAB experimentation. The RMSE is calculated
using predicted and actual maintainability index values.
The best RMSE results are achieved with 15 neurons and
trainbr learning algorithm for project P1, P2 and P3. This
combination gives the RMSE as 0.1134, 0.0870 and 0.1683
for project P1, P2, P3 respectively.
CONCLUSION
The proposed maintainability metrics is able to
predict the module maintainability of module or
component with good accuracy. The maintainability is
predicted using with four metrics from a module or
component. The model is implemented using artificial
neural network techniques of soft computing. The
different algorithms and attributes of ANN architecture
are used in experimentation and validation. The
conclusion is drawn based on the least RMSE of the
combination of NN architecture, learning algorithm and
neurons frequency. In case of maintainability prediction,

better results are achieved with 15 neurons, Feed
Forward Back Propagation algorithm and trainbr
learning algorithm. Maintainability is predicted using
ANN and four simple software program attribute. In
maintainability prediction, best results are achieved
with trainbr and 15 neurons for FFBP architecture.
The predicted maintainability is useful to allocate the
time, cost and efforts for the further releases. The focus
can also be diverted towards the components or
module which has less predicted maintainability value.
A component may have several modules, with the
help of maintainability prediction, only few modules
which are having less maintainability will have to be
enhanced and changed to improve the maintainability
of entire component. Modules with good maintainability
may not need high level of attention; it will save the
schedule and cost as well as provide the insight
information to improve the quality of the component or
module. The maintainability prediction will help the
mangers to focus on the modules which are having less
maintainability index as predicted using the proposed
approach.
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